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Rio+20: Two international processes

1. **Post-2015**: High Level Panel

2. **SDGs**: Inter-governamental Group
What we don’t know

- **What** (parameters for each track)
- **Who** (membership of panel/group)
- **How** (support to panel/group)
MDGs: what they might be

• **Deeper** (inequality, getting to zero)

• **Broader** (growth, governance, disaster risk reduction)
• **Means:** Sustainable energy for all model?

• **Ends:** Global resource targets?
Where is this heading?
6 possible scenarios

- Poverty focused ‘bullseye’ type agreement:
  1. Fully integrated ‘jigsaw’ type agreement
  2. Separate but complementary ‘bullseye’ agreements

- Environment focused ‘bullseye’ type agreement:

Level of political agreement on MDGs (low-high)

Level of political agreement on SDGs (low-high)
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